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In 1978, Deng Xiaoping, China's paramount leader, launched the economic reforms that turned
the world's most populous nation into an economic dynamo. Yet Deng also shaped the destiny of
a China that to this day is locked in the iron embrace of the Chinese Communist Party and its
ancient, intractable leaders—even though early in his regime Deng had
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Herwig, “Interesting new insight into the Deng Xiaoping era. This book can been whole-heartily
recommended to people who have interest in Chinese politics and especially the Deng Xiaoping
period (which still has strong influence on the Chinese politics of today). As Ruan Ming goes into
very high detail in his analysis of the political struggles within the Chinese Communist Party, it is
definitely not a suitable book for an introduction on the Deng Xiaoping administration. It gives,
however, excellent understanding of the fractions within the Chinese Communist party, how their
power apparatus and to some extend all Chinese high-level business/society works. It is
peppered with intrigues, political propaganda and campaigns, which sometimes are quite
entertaining to read about. It clearly shows how the various proponents tried to catch the
attention of the paramount leader, convincing him about their ideas and pushing the others out
of his favor (showing also how difficult it was for Deng to actually get correct information and
manage the situation).The reason I became aware of this book when I watched a recent BBC
documentary "China's capitalist revolution" on Deng Xiaoping, where Ruan Ming (among others)
was interviewed about the developments of China during that time - I recommend this
documentary as a good introduction into the topic, though it is very Deng centered. This book by
Ruan Ming gives quite a good contrast to this documentary and also a much deeper insight in
Chinese politics. Ruan Ming is a scholar of Hu Yaobang, which becomes very clear while
reading the book. He is a strong supporter of political reform and does not save with heavy
critics on the more pragmatic fraction of Zhao Ziyang and Deng Xiaoping, who tried to balance
between reformers and the conservative party elders. I, therefore, strongly recommend to also
read 
  
Prisoner of the State: The Secret Journal of Premier Zhao Ziyang

  
  
, which describes the same time from Zhao's much more pragmatic point of view.
Unfortunately I have not (yet) come across a more detailed review on the events by one of the
members of the conservative fraction.When purchasing this book, please also keep in mind that
already 20 years have passed since the Tiananmen protests in 1989 and that Ruan Ming has
written this book in the immediate aftermath of the crackdown on June 4th (and there is a good



epilogue for the English version written 4 years later). So things look quite different from today
(e.g. after Deng's southern tour) than they looked right after the crackdown.”

Changxin Wang, “Five Stars. A wonderful and precise book”

Evan, “Best book on the Deng Xiapoing era that I have found to date. This book, written by one
of Hu Yaobang's staff, shows a very different picture of the players during this period of time than
in books penned by western China Watchers. While Deng appears to have truly been interested
in political as well as economic reforms, the hardliner coalition in the Chinese Communist Party
was able to use his paranoia of personal attacks against him to veer him away from Hu
Yaobang's progressive programs. Had he been able to see through the machinations of the
hardliners, China might have been farther along in its modernization than it is.I think the most
interest aspect of this book is how it portrays Hu's successor, Zhao Ziyang. Western authors
portray Zhao as a reformer. However, Ruan Ming shows us a schemer that is more interested in
pushing Deng to the wayside and garnering full authority for himself and his "new elite". In 1989,
the West saw a tearful Zhao supposedly working in the interests of the student protestors,
symapthizing with their demands for democracy and reform. However, Ruan Ming shows us that
this was a merely a tactic in his ongoing struggle to build power for himself within the
party.Overall, I think this book should be required reading for anyone interested in the inner
workings of China's government. For once we have an account from a former member of China's
government. I feel his account has painted a picture of China's key political players stripped of
their masks. We are given an excellent example of how divided China's government is and how
that relates to China's ability to develop into a "First World" Power in the future.”

The book by Simon Keeling has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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